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How chromatin remodelers cooperate to organize
nucleosomes around the start and end of genes is
not known.We determined the genome-wide binding
of remodeler complexes SWI/SNF, RSC, ISW1a,
ISW1b, ISW2, and INO80 to individual nucleosomes
in Saccharomyces, and determined their functional
contributions to nucleosome positioning through
deletion analysis. We applied ultra-high-resolution
ChIP-exo mapping to Isw2 to determine its subnu-
cleosomal orientation and organization on a genomic
scale. Remodelers interacted with selected nucleo-
some positions relative to the start and end of genes
and produced net directionality in moving nucleo-
somes either away or toward nucleosome-free re-
gions at the 50 and 30 ends of genes. Isw2 possessed
a subnucleosomal organization in accord with bio-
chemical and crystallographic-based models that
place its linker binding region within promoters and
abutted against Reb1-bound locations. Together,
these findings reveal a coordinated position-specific
approach taken by remodelers to organize genic
nucleosomes into arrays.
INTRODUCTION
The nucleosome is the basic repeating unit of chromatin.
Genome-wide mapping of nucleosome positions reveals that
they are organized into uniformly spaced arrays at the 50 and,
to a lesser extent, 30 ends of genes (Jiang and Pugh, 2009b).
Most genes are bounded by nucleosome-free promoter and
termination regions (NFRs), although a select subset of re-
pressed genes have a nucleosome situated over the promoter.
Arrays start with the ‘‘+1’’ nucleosome positioned at a fairly
precise distance from the transcription start site (TSS). A ‘‘1’’
nucleosome, located on the upstream side of the promoter
NFR, is positioned to potentially control access to gene regula-
tory sequences.While the underlying DNA sequence contributes substantially
to the occupancy levels of nucleosomes across a genome (Segal
and Widom, 2009), ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling
complexes play a key role in guiding their proper positioning
at the start and end of genes on a genomic scale (Whitehouse
et al., 2007; Badis et al., 2008; Hartley and Madhani, 2009;
Tirosh et al., 2010), perhaps by packing them against barriers
(Zhang et al., 2011b). Regulation of these barriers and/or
nucleosome spacing may control gene expression.
Chromatin-remodeling complexes propagate nucleosome
movement via ATP-dependent alterations in histone-DNA
contacts (Peterson and Workman, 2000; Gangaraju and Bartho-
lomew, 2007b; Clapier and Cairns, 2009; Narlikar, 2010). They
are classified based on the sequence homology of their con-
served ATPase subunit into four distinct families: ISWI (ISW1a,
ISW1b, and ISW2), INO80/SWR1, CHD, and SWI/SNF (including
RSC) (Mellor and Morillon, 2004; Hota and Bartholomew, 2011).
However, their biochemical mechanism of nucleosome move-
ment can be thought of in terms of two groups: ISWI and
SWI/SNF, based upon requirements for flanking linker DNA
sequences.
In the ISWI group, Isw1, Isw2, Chd1, and Ino80 require extra-
nucleosomal linker DNA to reposition nucleosomes (Whitehouse
et al., 2003; Kagalwala et al., 2004; Zofall et al., 2004; Gangaraju
and Bartholomew, 2007a; Hota and Bartholomew, 2011;
Udugama et al., 2011). These chromatin remodelers may pull
linker DNA on to nucleosomes, thereby causing nucleosomes
to move toward the linker until the linker is too short to promote
binding. In vitro, the ISWI group moves nucleosomes from the
end of a DNA fragment to the middle, which is an activity that
may help equally space nucleosomes in an array (Tsukiyama
et al., 1999; Stockdale et al., 2006; Zofall et al., 2006; Udugama
et al., 2011).
Not only do SWI/SNF and RSC transfer histone octamers to
exogenous DNA in trans, but they also slide nucleosomes
without the requirement of extranucleosomal DNA (Whitehouse
et al., 1999; Kassabov et al., 2003). Furthermore, if sliding
encounters another nucleosome, packing or nucleosome evic-
tion may occur by RSC (Boeger et al., 2004; Montel et al., 2011).
The genome-wide contribution of chromatin remodelers to
nucleosome positioning in yeast has been examined throughCell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1461
remodeler mutants (Whitehouse et al., 2007; Hartley and
Madhani, 2009; Tirosh et al., 2010; Gkikopoulos et al., 2011).
Isw2 reportedly binds to regions flanking NFRs and repositions
nucleosomes toward the NFR to suppress cryptic transcription
initiation events (Whitehouse et al., 2007). In contrast, RSC
moves nucleosomes away from the NFR (Hartley and Madhani,
2009). Isw1 functions more toward the middle of genes, where
it promotes the repositioning of nucleosomes toward the 30
direction (Tirosh et al., 2010). The combined action of ISWI-
type remodelers may help define nucleosome positioning in
gene bodies (Gkikopoulos et al., 2011).
An important open question that we address here is whether
each remodeler has selectivity for specific nucleosome posi-
tions in and around genes. In addition, we expand on existing
genome-wide studies to examine a comprehensive set of re-
modeler deletions to address whether such nucleosome selec-
tivity of binding imparts directionality. We further investigate
the notion of remodeler directionality by focusing on Isw2, where
we employ a ChIP-exo technique to reveal the directional subnu-
cleosomal and linker contactsmade by Isw2 on a genomic scale.
This analysis suggests a mechanism by which Isw2 might pack
nucleosomes against Reb1 in the NFR to repress transcription.
Our study suggests that remodelers are nucleosome position-
and orientation-specific and move nucleosomes with predeter-
mined net directionality relative to NFRs.
RESULTS
Enrichment of Remodelers at Specific Nucleosome
Positions
Saccharomyces contains approximately 60,000 nucleo-
somes. To examine which consensus positions are potentially
bound by specific remodelers, we conducted genome-wide re-
modeler-nucleosome interaction assays, based on an experi-
mental design to detect the interaction of transcription factors
with nucleosomes (Koerber et al., 2009). These assays involve
standard formaldehyde-crosslinking chromatin immunoprecipi-
tation (ChIP) assays in which the chromatin is fragmented to
mononucleosomes using MNase. DNA fragments that immuno-
precipitate with a specific chromatin remodeler subunit are then
detected by deep sequencing.
Chromatin remodelers are notoriously difficult to assay by
using ChIP, perhaps owing to inefficient crosslinking and/or
a transient presence at any one place during the course of their
catalytic cycle of nucleosome remodeling (Ng et al., 2002;White-
house et al., 2007). To maximize our ‘‘hit’’ rate, we conducted
MNase-ChIP on 20 remodeler subunits that may be in close
association with the nucleosome. These 20 subunits are compo-
nents of the remodeler complexes SWI/SNF, RSC, ISW1a,
ISW1b, ISW2, INO80, and CHD1. Consistent with the difficulties
associated with immunoprecipitating remodelers in combination
with the additional requirement that our MNase-ChIP required
the generation of 150 bp MNase-resistant DNA, some of the
tested remodeler proteins did not show detectable interactions
(Figure S1A available online). However, eight remodeler subunits
(Ioc3, Isw2, Arp5, Ino80, Rsc8, Snf2, Ioc4, and Isw1) were
successfully assayed and carried forward for genome-wide anal-
ysis (Table S1). These subunits represent a mix of catalytic and1462 Cell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.regulatory subunits. The catalytic subunits are the definitive
core of the complexes, and thus their detection should be defin-
itive of remodeler presence.
As a control, histone H3 was immunoprecipitated in parallel to
identify all genomic nucleosomes. Untagged BY4741 and Sua7-
TAP strains served as negative controls. Sua7 is the TFIIB
component of the transcription preinitiation complex. Because
it resides in the NFR, its interaction with nucleosomes is ex-
pected to be negligible (Koerber et al., 2009). For each sequence
tag associated with a remodeler-bound nucleosome, a putative
nucleosomal dyad was derived. Dyad distributions were then
collapsed to single tracks, one track per gene, aligned by their
TSS (David et al., 2006), and k-means clustered (Figures 1A
and S1A). Results from multiple k values indicated a single
predominant gene cluster within each data set (data not shown).
These clusters constituted the set of genes that were enriched
with remodeler-bound nucleosomes. We further collapsed indi-
vidual clusters into a single track (blue tracks in Figure 1B), along
with the distribution of all nucleosomes (i.e., H3 MNase ChIP) for
the same subset of genes (gray tracks).
We observed that each tested remodeler subunit crosslinked
to specific nucleosome positions relative to the TSS (summa-
rized in Table 1). These observations, however, are based on
raw tag distributions of remodeler-bound nucleosomes, which
did not take into account the underlying intrinsic nucleosome
occupancy levels. We therefore made peak calls to derive
consensus nucleosome positions and their occupancy levels
(tag counts within the peak region; Table S1). These remod-
eler-bound nucleosome levels were then normalized to the
corresponding histone H3 occupancy levels. A composite of
position-specific densities is shown in Figure 1B (in red). With
this normalization, the selectivity of individual remodelers for
specific nucleosome positions became even more evident.
We found that Rsc8 (RSC) and Snf2 (SWI/SNF) crosslinked
predominantly to the first three genic nucleosomes, and to
selected positions upstream of the TSS, which is consistent
with an earlier lower resolution report (Ng et al., 2002). SWI/
SNF was largely depleted at the 1 position but enriched
at 2. Based on current models of SWI/SNF action (Boeger
et al., 2004), this would place SWI/SNF in position to remove
the adjacent 1 nucleosome. Isw2 crosslinked predominantly
to the +1 position, as reported previously (Whitehouse et al.,
2007). The catalytic Isw1 subunit, found in at least two ISWI-
type complexes ISW1a and ISW1b (Vary et al., 2003), was
spread across all genic nucleosome positions. However, the
regulatory subunit Ioc3 (ISW1a) was particularly enriched at
the +1 position, whereas Ioc4 (ISW1b) was enriched at posi-
tions +2, +3, and +4, which is consistent with their distinct func-
tional roles (Morillon et al., 2003). Additional Ioc3 interactions
were observed at the 2 nucleosome position, which is in line
with a previous suggestion (Yamada et al., 2011). Thus, the Ioc
subunits may confer distinct genome-wide positional (and func-
tional) specificities on Isw1. Similarly, Ino80 was spread across
many positions, although the Arp5 subunit of the INO80 complex
was particularly enriched at the +1 position. This suggests that
Ino80 may also exist apart from at least one of its subunits.
Several additional experiments and analyses address the
robustness of these results. First, similar conclusions were
Figure 1. ATP-Dependent Chromatin Remodelers Bind to Specific Nucleosome Positions at the Beginning of Genes
(A) Remodeler-bound nucleosomal tags were aligned by the TSS of the underlying gene, binned (5 bp), and smoothed (3 bin moving average). Color intensity
represents tag counts. Shown are raw tags, with no background subtraction or normalization. At least one remodeler was detected at about half of all 5,866 yeast
genes having an annotated TSS.
See Data Set 1 in the Supplemental Information for a list of genes.
(B) Values from (A) were averaged and plotted as in (A) for remodeler-bound nucleosomes (blue) and all (H3-containing) nucleosomes (gray). Red indicates
density, where values represented by blue were divided by values represented by gray.
See also Figure S1.evident when the patternswere normalized to nucleosome occu-
pancy level (Figure 1B). Second, patterns were reproducible
across multiple biological replicates. Third, positional selectivity
patterns were unique to the remodeler subunit being tested,Table 1. Summary of Chromatin Remodeler-Nucleosome
Interactions
Protein Complex ATPase Family 50 Enda 30 Endb
Arp5 INO80 INO80 +1 None
Ino80 INO80 INO80 All TN
Ioc3 ISW1a ISWI +1 TN
Ioc4 ISW1b ISWI +2, +3, +4 TN-1
Isw1 ISW1a/ISW1b ISWI All All
Isw2 ISW2 ISWI +1 TN
Rsc8 RSC SWI/SNF 1, +1,
+2, +3
None
Snf2 SWI/SNF SWI/SNF 2, +1,
+2, +3
None
The following abbreviations are used: TN, terminal nucleosomes; None,
no interaction is seen in this region.
aChromatin remodeler interacting nucleosomes located near the 50 end of
the genes.
bChromatin remodeler interacting nucleosomes located near the 30 end of
the genes.which is an outcome that would be unlikely if the patterns were
arising from noise in the data. Fourth, an untagged BY4741
negative control failed to generate a pattern (Figure S1B). Fifth,
the general transcription factor TFIIB (Sua7), which binds to
promoter NFRs, generated a distinct pattern (consistent with
NFR binding) (Figure S1B). Sixth, the remodeler-bound nucleo-
some positions did not have intrinsically high or low H3 occu-
pancy (data not shown), indicating that they were not outliers.
Taken together, these findings suggest that chromatin re-
modeling complexes preferentially occupy specific nucleosome
positions in and around a subset of all genes across the yeast
genome. These positions are defined by their proximity to
the TSS.
The analysis of position selectivity within coding regions sug-
gested two major themes, one in which certain remodeler
subunits crosslinked predominantly with the +1 nucleosome
and another where remodelers crosslinked at multiple positions
within genes. Thus, the +1 nucleosome appears to be handled
differently by remodelers compared to the other genic
nucleosomes.
Enrichment of ISWI, but Not the SWI/SNF Family,
at Terminal Nucleosomes
NFRs, positioned nucleosomes, and antisense noncoding tran-
scription exist at the 30 ends of genes, but little is known about
the presence or function of remodelers in organizing theseCell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1463
Figure 2. ISWI Remodelers Interact with Terminal Nucleosomes
(A and B) Same as Figure 1, except genes having remodeler-bound nucleosomes near their 30 ends were aligned by the terminal nucleosome dyad of the
underlying gene.
See Data Set 2 in the Supplemental Information for a list of genes.
(C) Heat map representing the venn overlap (illustrated to the left) of those genes containing remodeler-bound nucleosomes near the 50 end versus 30 end (see
illustration). The overlap is presented as a chi-square distribution (middle) and percentage of overlap (right). The size of the blue circles reflects the number of
bound genes.regions. We examined the distribution of remodeler-bound
nucleosomes relative to the terminal nucleosome of each gene
(as defined by the wild-type data set). We found that Ioc3
(ISW1a), Isw2, and Ino80 crosslinked directly with the terminal
nucleosome (Figure 2A). Isw1 crosslinked minimally with the
last three nucleosome positions, consistent with results indica-
tive of association across gene bodies. Ioc4 (ISW1b) crosslinked
specifically with the penultimate terminal nucleosome, which is
consistent with its role in transcription termination (Ale´n et al.,
2002; Morillon et al., 2003). A composite of position-specific
densities is shown in Figure 2B (in red), highlighting the selectivity
of individual remodelers for specific nucleosome positions at the
end of genes.1464 Cell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.This specific targeting of remodelers to the 30 end of genes
was similar but inverted to the pattern observed at the 50 end.
For example, ISW1a, INO80, and ISW2 targeted both the first
and last nucleosomes, whereas Ioc4 (ISW1b) was particularly
enriched at penultimate nucleosomes. Our clustering analysis
did not detect significant interactions between RSC or SWI/
SNF with terminal nucleosomes, indicating that they may be
selective for sense-driven mRNA gene expression, at least with
respect to measurable binding in this assay.
We next asked whether a remodeler binding at one end of a
genemight work coordinately with, independently of, or mutually
exclusively of any remodeler at the other end of the gene. We
calculated the correlation between remodeler-nucleosome
Figure 3. Chromatin Remodelers Target Similar
Sets of Genes
(A) Heat map representing the venn overlap of genes
containing each type of remodeler-bound nucleosome
near their 50 ends, either by chi-square distribution (left) or
percentage overlapping (right). Circles reflect population
sizes.
(B) Same as in (A) but for the 30 ends of genes.interactions at the 50 and 30 ends of the same gene (Fig-
ure 2C). As expected, nucleosome association with Isw1,
which is found across gene bodies, was highly correlated
between the 50 and 30 ends. The same was observed for Ioc4,
which was more position selective than Isw1. We interpret
these findings to indicate that Isw1 works across the body of
genes from end to end, but as part of ISW1b (as defined by
Ioc4), it may be more restricted to penultimate nucleosome
positions at both ends of coding genes. Whether the con-
tinuity of Isw1 throughout gene bodies contributes to the coor-
dinated presence of Ioc4 at both ends is unclear. INO80-
nucleosome interactions were also highly linked between
the 50 and 30 ends (Figure 2C), which further supports our
suggestion of gene-specific 50-30 coordination of certain
remodelers.
Chromatin Remodelers Target Similar Sets of Genes
The notion that chromatin remodelers target specific nucleo-
some positions raises the question as to whether there is coordi-
nation among the remodelers so as to regulate entire genic
nucleosomal arrays. We examined all pairwise co-occurrence
of genes (as opposed to nucleosomes) enriched with any two
remodelers by calculating both the p-value and the percentage
of co-occurrence (Figure 3).
Nucleosomes crosslinked to Ino80, Isw1, and Isw2 had the
largest number of genes in common (Figure 3A, right panel), sug-Cell 149, 14gesting that these remodelers work together.
As expected, both Ioc3 and Ioc4 overlapped
substantially with Isw1. However, Ioc3 and
Ioc4 overlapped very little with each other, indi-
cating that ISW1a and ISW1b may target dis-
tinct sets of genes, as previously reported
(Vary et al., 2003).
RSC and SWI/SNF tended to be bound to
different genes than the ISWI and INO80 remod-
elers (although some overlap between INO80
and RSC was observed). RSC and SWI/SNF
overlapped very little with each other, all of
which may reflect fundamental differences in
the function of ISWI-type versus SWI/SNF-type
remodelers. An illustration of the distinct groups
of genes bound by the various remodelers and
their occupied nucleosome positions is illus-
trated in Figure 4. These findings suggest that
the INO80 and ISWI complexes act collectively
over many nucleosome positions within genic
arrays, whereas the RSC and SWI/SNF com-plexes act separately and are more restricted to nucleosomes
at the 50 ends of genes.
In Vivo Directionality of Chromatin Remodelers
Chromatin remodelers position nucleosomes on genomic DNA,
perhaps by translocation in cis until some barrier is reached.
How a division of labor among remodelers leads to well-defined
nucleosome organization across genomes remains unclear. In
particular, do remodelers translocate nucleosomes toward or
away from promoters? Is the directionality reversed at the
30 ends of genes? The question of remodeler directionalities
has been examined in part for Isw2 (Whitehouse et al., 2007),
RSC (Hartley and Madhani, 2009), and Isw1 (Tirosh et al.,
2010) at varying degrees of resolution and coverage.
To determine the contribution of all remodelers to nucleosome
positioning on a genome-wide scale, we generated a high-
resolution map of all nucleosome positions (via MNase H3
ChIP-seq) in strains harboring deletions of various chromatin
remodeler subunits. From a population of nucleosomal tags,
we calculated a single consensus dyad location for each nucle-
osome (Figure 5A). A portion of all nucleosomes are inherently
delocalized or randomly positioned, and thus repositioning
from one random location to another in a population is inherently
not meaningful and not applicable to measuring remodeler-
dependent positioning. We quantified nucleosome delocaliza-
tion as the standard deviation of individual tag locations. We61–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1465
Figure 4. Model of Chromatin Remodeler Targeting and
Directionality
Each illustration represents an approximate grouping of genes similarly
enriched with remodelers, separated into ISWI and RSC classes (upper and
lower panels, respectively). Spheres represent the predominant locations of
remodelers relative to 50 and 30 NFRs. Arrows depict the direction to which the
indicated chromatin remodeler moves nucleosomes.then applied a t test between mutant and wild-type positions so
as to further analyze only those nucleosomes that underwent
a statistically significant change in position (Table S2) (Tirosh
et al., 2010). We examined the nucleosomal shifts occurring at1466 Cell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.remodeler-enriched genes separately from all other genes
(Figure 5B).
Loss of ISW1b (isw1D or ioc2D), INO80 (ino80D or arp5D),
CHD1 (chd1D), or SWI/SNF (snf2D) generally resulted in nucleo-
somal shifts in the 50 direction for nucleosomes located immedi-
ately downstream of 50 NFRs (Figures 5B and S2A, with statis-
tical evaluation in Figure 5C), indicating that these complexes
normally promote nucleosome shifts in the 30 direction, as was
previously shown for Isw1 (Tirosh et al., 2010). The 50 shifts
were substantially more pronounced at remodeler-bound genes,
indicating a direct effect (Figure 5B).
In contrast, loss of ISW2 (isw2D or itc1D) or ISW1a (ioc3D)
resulted in a shifting of genic nucleosome positions toward the
30 direction (Figure 5B). Again, the effect was more pronounced
at genes bound by these remodelers. Thus, ISW2 and ISW1a,
which crosslinked to the +1 nucleosome, normally slide nucleo-
somes toward the 50 NFR, as previously reported for ISW2
(Whitehouse et al., 2007).
The observation that nucleosomes downstream of where a
remodeler was bound were also shifted when the remodeler
was deleted is consistent with a packing mechanism of nucleo-
some organization (Zhang et al., 2011b). According to this
model, remodelers play a role in positioning nucleosomes
against a barrier. If that barrier was a positioned +1 nucleosome,
then movement of the barrier in a remodeler mutant would indi-
rectly involve repositioning of adjacent nucleosomes as well.
Those adjacent nucleosomes may be actively repositioned by
other remodelers that are present.
The trends observed downstream of the 50 NFRwere reversed
upstream of the 50 NFR (Figure 5B, left side of left panel). Similar
trend reversals were found at 30 NFRs. Thus, the focal point
for directionality of remodelers is the NFR at the start and
end of genes. ISW1a and ISW2 tend to move nucleosomes
toward NFRs, whereas all others move nucleosomes away
from NFRs.
In the ioc3D (ISW1a-defective) strain, the magnitude of
the shift toward the 50 ends of genes was low, but it increased
toward the middle of genes. The rather small shift at the 50 end
might be due to functional redundancy between ISW2 and
ISW1a at some genes. We examined this possibility by further
separating the Ioc3-enriched +1 nucleosomes into those that
were also occupied by Isw2 and those that were not (Figure S2B).
The +1 nucleosomes that normally lacked Isw2 had a more
prominent shift in the ioc3D mutant, which supports the notion
of functional redundancy between ISW2 and ISW1a at a subset
of genes.
Transient Positioning of Nucleosomes
Nucleosome positions at the start and end of genes may not
be in their intrinsically favored positions (Whitehouse and
Tsukiyama, 2006; Zhang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011b).
Such nucleosomes may be kinetically trapped, whereby they
remain in their metastable positions long after the remodeler
has dissociated. Alternatively, they may be dynamic, moving
rapidly between intrinsically favorable and unfavorable locations.
As such, a continuous and perhaps dynamic association of a
remodeler would be required to maintain the nucleosome over
unfavorable sequences.
Figure 5. Directionality of Chromatin Remodelers
(A) Composite plot of nucleosome positions at the 50 ends of genes of either wild-type (WT, gray fill) or mutant (green or pink trace).
(B) Line graphs of nucleosome dyad shifts from chromatin remodeler null mutants. The shift is reported as the median distance between a mutant and wild-type
dyad position for those genes either having (upper panel) or lacking (lower panel) remodeler-bound nucleosomes, as defined in the Experimental Procedures
section. Nucleosome positions are relative to the 50 NFR, or the terminal nucleosome (TN) at the 30 end of genes. RSC (Sth1degron) data are from Hartley and
Madhani (2009).
(C) p value of the nucleosomal shifts observed in the mutants. Log10 p values are reported as a heat-map table. White blocks indicate p values >0.01.
See also Figure S2.To explore these possibilities, we compared the positioning of
remodeler-bound nucleosomes (e.g., Ioc3 MNase-ChIP) to the
local positioning of all nucleosomes (i.e., H3 MNase-ChIP) at
the same position for the same genes in a wild-type strain. The
differences between the two are mechanistically informative.
For example, Ioc3-bound nucleosomes were shifted more
50 compared to all nucleosomes at the same position for the
same genes (Figure 1B, compare blue/gray alignments). This
demonstrates that ISW1a (Ioc3) may be transiently shifting
nucleosomes, which then return relatively quickly to their pre-
shifted state when ISW1a is not engaged. The same was seen
for Isw2, although, as expected from the isw2D analysis in Fig-
ure 3, the 50 shift was smaller. Arp5 (INO80)-bound nucleosomes
were shifted 30, as expected of the arp5D analysis, which
suggests that it too acts transiently.Genome-wide +1 Packing Implicated by the
Subnucleosomal Organization of ISW2
The binding of ISW2 to the +1 nucleosome provides a clear
example of position-specific binding and directional reposition-
ing of nucleosomes, with the functional consequence of
occluding the promoter region from transcription (Whitehouse
et al., 2007). Still unknown is how ISW2 specifies the +1 nucleo-
some (and, to some extent, 1) and how it engages this nucleo-
some in a directional manner that mechanistically reflects how
it biochemically positions nucleosomes. We addressed this
problem on a genomic scale by applying a ultrahigh-resolution
mapping strategy termed ChIP-exo to map Isw2 locations
(Rhee and Pugh, 2011, 2012).
In brief, ChIP-exo applies a 50-30 strand-specific exonu-
clease to a ChIP sample. After deep sequencing to detectCell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1467
Figure 6. Directional Binding of Isw2 to the +1 Nucleosome
(A) Matching of a crystallographic-based model of an Isw2/nucleosome complex (Dang and Bartholomew, 2007) to Isw2 ChIP-exo data. The graph plots the
distribution of ChIP-exo crosslinking points (peak-pair midpoints corresponding to exonuclease stop sites) relative to the dyad position of the +1 nucleosome,
and orientated such that the nearest TSS is directed to the right. The top 1,500 occupied Isw2 peaks were selected, and compared to all others. Also shown is the
distribution of Reb1-bound locations (Rhee and Pugh, 2011) for the same collection of genes. The distribution of nucleosome dyads is shown as a gray filled plot.
(B) Most genes contain detectable levels of Reb1 and Isw2. All 4,967 genes having an annotated TSS were aligned by their TSS, and the intensity level and
positions of ChIP-exo Reb1 and Isw2 peak pairs plotted. Genes were sorted by intensity level. The order of genes in the two panels are not the same.the exonuclease stop sites, the location of a precisely positioned
protein across a genome can be determined towithin a few bp as
a pair of peaks separated by a fixed distance. Fuzzier com-
plexes, as might be expected of ISW2 bound to fuzzy nucleo-
somes, may produce broader peaks. If the protein is denatured
prior to exonuclease treatment, then peak pairs are generated
around each crosslinking point, which may be interpretable in
light of structural information about the bound complex. It is
important to note that mapping by ChIP-exo is not affected by
the presence of underlying nucleosomal histone-DNA contacts
(Rhee and Pugh, 2011, 2012).
As expected, ChIP-exo tags were concentrated around the +1
nucleosome (and, to a lesser extent,1). The signal was concen-
trated within100 bp upstream of the +1 nucleosome dyad, part
of which corresponds to the core promoter region (graph in Fig-
ure 6A). It is important to note that five prominent subnucleo-
somal peak pair midpoints (points of crosslinking) were evident
within the averaged Isw2-bound locations. All other detected
peak pairs across the genome failed to display such patterns.
We mapped these peaks on to a previously reported crystallo-
graphic-based model of the ISW2/nucleosome complex, which1468 Cell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.was guided by in vitro footprinting and photocrosslinking exper-
iments with purified ISW2 and homogenous nucleosomes
(shown in Figure 6A) (Dang and Bartholomew, 2007). One caveat
to the ISW2 structure is that it was computationally assembled
using homologous Sulfolobus Rad54 ATPase and Drosophila
ISWI-C domain structures and thus reflects a hypothetical orga-
nization that remains to be validated in vivo.
Based on biochemical mapping (and supported by the
modeled crystal structure), Isw2 makes three major contacts
and one minor contact across approximately 90 bp of nucleo-
somal and adjoining linker DNA (Kagalwala et al., 2004; Dang
et al., 2006). The Isw2 ATPase domain makes contact on one
side of the nucleosome dyad, and its HAND/SANT/SLIDE
(HSS) domain contacts the opposite side of the nucleosome
near the DNA entry/exit point and continues along the same
DNA to make contacts as far as 30 bp into the linker region.
When the ISW2 Itc1, Dpb4, and Dls1 subunits are considered,
biochemical contacts as far as 130 bp from the nucleosome
dyad are made (70 bp of linker).
Remarkably, ChIP-exo detected each of the biochemi-
cally defined Isw2 contacts (peaks at 23/30, 53, 68,
and 89 bp from the dyad in Figure 6A). It is important to note
that not only did this provide supporting in vivo evidence for
the in vitro model of Isw2 specifically bound to a nucleosome,
but it also uniquely defines its orientation and organization at
the +1 nucleosome on a genomic scale. A fifth and novel contact
was detected on the second DNA gyre (at +15 bp) just below the
region of the first gyre to which crosslinking to the presumed
HSS domain was detected. Similar patterns were evident around
the 1 and genic terminal nucleosomes (Figure 6A; data not
shown), but at lower levels and in an inverted orientation.
The orientation of Isw2 at +1 (and other positions) is entirely
consistent with the direction by which ISW2 moves nucleo-
somes, both in vitro and in vivo, further supporting the interpre-
tation of the ChIP-exo peak locations. ISW2 uses ATP hydrolysis
to pull the linker DNA toward the nucleosome core, which prop-
agates the DNA across the histone surface (La¨ngst and Becker,
2001). ISW2 continues this process until a barrier is reached. This
model therefore predicts that a barrier should reside immediately
upstream to where ISW2 makes linker contacts.
We searched for DNA sequence motifs in and around Isw2-
enriched regions. We found strong enrichment of the Reb1 motif
to which Reb1 was bound (Figure 6A). The p value for Reb1 and
ISW2 enrichment at the same set of genes, using the enrichment
threshold defined in Figure 1, was 1036. Reb1 is well known to
organize nucleosomes (Fedor et al., 1988; Angermayr et al.,
2003; Raisner et al., 2005; Hartley and Madhani, 2009) and
serves as a polar barrier to transcription and DNA replica-
tion (Singh et al., 2010). Remarkably, Reb1 binding was highly
focused at a position centered at145 bp relative to the +1 dyad.
Reb1 is expected to cover a region that extends 6 bp beyond
its site (Rhee and Pugh, 2011), which places it <10 bp from the
predicted ISW2 edge, taking into account additional contacts
that are likely to be made by Itc1 (Kagalwala et al., 2004; Dang
et al., 2006). Thus, the combined data presented here suggest
a model whereby orientation-specific binding of ISW2 to
the +1 nucleosome (and 1 to some extent) moves the +1
nucleosome toward the NFR until it encounters a barrier such
as Reb1. With the exception of poly (dA-dT) tracts, we found
no other enriched element associated with ISW2 binding.
We took advantage of the high signal-to-noise inherent in
ChIP-exo assays to examine the extent to which Isw2 (and
Reb1) can be detected at all genes. We were surprised to find
that the vast majority of all genes contained detectable levels
of these proteins at the precise canonical distance from the
TSS (Figure 6B). However, most locations had very low binding
levels and thus would not have been detected in other lower
sensitivity assays. These binding events do not represent noise
since their locations are not random. We suspect that the low
binding may be a consequence of transient interactions of
Reb1 and ISW2 with their target sites.
DISCUSSION
Coordinated Remodeling through Position-Specific
Nucleosomal Interactions
A variety of chromatin remodeling complexes are largely respon-
sible for organizing nucleosomes across eukaryotic genomes
(Whitehouse et al., 2007; Hartley and Madhani, 2009; Tiroshet al., 2010; Gkikopoulos et al., 2011). Within genes, remodelers
organize nucleosomes by using the energy of ATP hydrolysis,
possibly packing them into arrays that start at a fixed distance
from the TSS (Zhang et al., 2011b), leaving an NFR upstream
of the TSS and a 30 NFR just downstream of the end of genes.
Strongly repressed genes may in addition have a nucleosome
placed over their promoter.
The genome-wide nucleosomal interactions of remodelers
detected here may be separated into three broad groups: (1)
those that predominantly interact with +1 nucleosomes (Arp5,
Ioc3, and Isw2), (2) those that primarily interact with nucleo-
somes inside coding regions but are depleted at the +1 nucleo-
some (Ioc4 and Isw1), and (3) those that interact more broadly
with nucleosomes flanking the NFR and into the coding region
(Ino80, Rsc8, and Snf2). Thus, remodelers either bind to or are
excluded from specific nucleosome positions relative to the start
and end of genes.
Our observation that position-specific binding for ISWI-type
remodelers is mirrored at the 50 and 30 ends of the same genes
raises the question of how such binding is coordinated. This
would include the maintenance of position specificity relative
to nearby NFRs. One intriguing possibility arises from the notion
that genes are looped (O’Sullivan et al., 2004; Ansari and Hamp-
sey, 2005). Such looping would place the 50 and 30 ends in close
proximity, allowing coordinated loading at both ends.
Additional positional specificity may arise through position-
specific combinations of histone modifications. It is clear that
nucleosome positions within at least the first 800 bp of gene
start sites are distinctly identifiable by combinations of histone
marks (Liu et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2011a) and thus could
help remodelers identify specific nucleosome positions. Patterns
of H3K36 methylation mirror patterns of Isw1b binding; thus, it is
of interest to determine whether the two events are linked.
Remodelers are enrichedwith domains that interact with specific
histone modifications. Additionally, sequence-specific factors
might contribute toward specificity through the recruitment of re-
modelers to nucleosome neighborhoods (Hassan et al., 2001;
Hassan et al., 2002).
Conceivably, some remodelers might work rather indiscrimin-
ately across a genome to enhance nucleosome fluidity. Our
observations do not favor that notion since position-specific
interactions were detected. Possible exceptions include Isw1
and Ino80, which show broad distributions. However, these
catalytic subunits may be linked to a variety of regulatory sub-
units that may be nucleosome position specific. We cannot
exclude the possibility of nonspecific remodeler interactions
that exist transiently across the genome and below the detection
threshold but nonetheless are sufficient to promote widespread
nucleosome repositioning and fluidity.
Multiple different remodelers tend to work at the same genes,
and so any placement of nucleosomes is likely a net conse-
quence of their coordinated involvement. One consequence of
coordinated action is that the transient action of one remodeler
may be counteracted by the action of a different remodeler.
Our findings support this notion in that only a fraction of the
nucleosomes at a given location may be bound by a remodeler,
and these nucleosomes often are at positions that are shifted
from the bulk population at the same location. Thus, for someCell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1469
remodelers to have a lasting effect on nucleosome positioning, it
may be necessary to keep other remodelers away.
The presence of multiple remodelers at the same genes raises
questions as to whether they are present at the same time or
have a temporal order of binding that is predicated on prior
events. Such temporal ordering might occur during the tran-
scription cycle, since transcription elongation-coupled nucleo-
some eviction is a directional ordered process. However, when
transcription is not occurring, then there may exist an ebb and
flow of nucleosome repositioning and occupancy that is lubri-
cated by remodelers (Dion et al., 2007). This may not involve
a prescribed order of events.
NFRs Are Focal Points for Directional Packing
of Nucleosomes
Our findings suggest that NFRs are focal points or organizing
centers upon which nucleosomes are moved either toward or
away from, depending on the remodeler. These focal points
create an inversion of directionality on either side of the NFR.
Thus, ISW1a and ISW2 remodelers, which are generally repres-
sive toward transcription, move nucleosomes toward NFRs,
whereas all others moved nucleosomes away. What comprises
a focal point will likely be a subject of deeper investigation,
although at least Reb1 and poly (dA:dT) tracts appear to be
important contributors (Raisner et al., 2005). We found Reb1
positioned <10 bp from where ISW2 is predicted to contact
NFR DNA. Loss of Reb1 or its binding sites results in at least
partial collapse of NFRs and a failure to position adjacent nucle-
osomes (Fedor et al., 1988; Angermayr et al., 2003; Hartley and
Madhani, 2009). The placement of a barrier at the 50 end of genes
may help set the register of the +1 nucleosome. Any activity that
positions the +1 nucleosome may indirectly cause positioning
of adjacent or nearby nucleosomes in the array. This effect
would arise from the action of remodelers such as Isw1b and
other potential Isw1 remodelers that may adjust nucleosome
positioning and spacing relative to the position of the +1
nucleosome.
How Remodelers Might Position and Space Entire
Arrays
Several important questions arise from this study. (1) How do re-
modelers orient themselves on nucleosomes to establish direc-
tional movement? (2) How is the register (distance from TSS) of
a nucleosomal array established? (3) How is uniform nucleo-
some spacingmaintained? Analysis of the ISWI-type remodelers
provides some insight. The presence of a linker-binding HSS
domain plus associated regulatory subunits (Itc1, Dbp4, and
Dls1) may constrain the ISW2 complex to only those nucleo-
somes having an adjacent NFR of 60 bp or more (Kagalwala
et al., 2004). In the case of ISW1a, that limit may be set at approx-
imately 25 bp (Stockdale et al., 2006; Gangaraju and Bartholo-
mew, 2007a; Yamada et al., 2011). In both cases, an NFR on
one side of a nucleosome and a short linker on the other side
may suffice to also determine the orientation of these remodelers
and thus set the directionality of nucleosome repositioning
toward the NFR. Such directionality is entirely consistent with
the established biochemical mechanism of ISW2 movement of
nucleosomes (Dang et al., 2006).1470 Cell 149, 1461–1473, June 22, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.In the case of ISW1b, its linker length requirement is less
defined. Its enrichment at the tightly spaced nucleosome posi-
tions +2, +3, and +4 suggests that it has a rather small lower limit,
perhaps as low as 15–20 bp (Stockdale et al., 2006; Gangaraju
and Bartholomew, 2007a), which represents the canonical linker
length in this region and the distance covered by the HSS
domain. Since ISW1b moves nucleosomes away from NFRs,
one expectation is that ISW1b is oriented in the opposite direc-
tion of ISW2 and ISW1a. This raises the question as to what
orients ISW1b. In principle, ISW1b could approach both sides
of a nucleosome and elicit bidirectional movement if sufficient
linker length exists (Racki et al., 2009; Narlikar, 2010; McKnight
et al., 2011). However, if packing of nucleosomes against the 50
end of genes results in too short of a proximal linker to allow
ISW1bentry, then the remodelermight be limited to only thedistal
accessible side, therebyproducing nucleosomemovement away
from the NFR until a steady state of bidirectionality is achieved.
Further into the body of the gene where other ISW1-type
complexes potentially exist (because neither Ioc4 or Ioc3 are
highly enriched there), the linker length is more variable. Without
the influence of directional packing, nucleosome placement in
themiddle of genes may be directed by a combination of remod-
eler-facilitated stochastic positioning (Kornberg and Stryer,
1988), and underlying sequence-directed preferences (Ioshikhes
et al., 2006; Segal et al., 2006).
The +1 Nucleosome as a Gateway to Transcription
How does positioning of nucleosomal arrays regulate transcrip-
tion? The +1 nucleosome is strikingly unique in character.
Compared to all other nucleosomes, it is highly enriched with
the histone variant H2A.Z (Albert et al., 2007) and is highly acet-
ylated, and its position may influence the positions of down-
stream nucleosomes. The bromodomain factor Bdf1 is highly
enriched at the +1 nucleosome due to interactions with resident
histone acetylation marks (Koerber et al., 2009). Bdf1 is linked to
H2A.Z deposition via interactions with the SWR1 complex
(Krogan et al., 2003) and may be involved in transcription
factor II D (TFIID) recruitment (Matangkasombut et al., 2000;
Sanders et al., 2002).
The +1 nucleosome can be repositioned such that the TSS
resides closer to the midpoint of the nucleosome, which is
a more repressive location (Schmid et al., 1992; Morillon et al.,
2003;Whitehouse and Tsukiyama, 2006; Kelly et al., 2010; Zhang
et al., 2011a). Genes that become activated tend to move the +1
nucleosome downstream so that the TSS resides in a more
favorable position. Recent studies find that TFIID/Bdf1 engages
the +1 nucleosome of most yeast genes of the ‘‘housekeeping’’
class (Rhee and Pugh, 2012). It was also suggested that the +1
nucleosome positions at least the front end of the transcription
preinitiation complex (PIC) at the TSS, with the TATA element
positioning the back end. Thus, positioning of a +1 nucleosome
upstream of its canonical location may inhibit PIC assembly,
whereas canonical positioning may promote PIC assembly.
Remarkably, mutations that decrease nucleosome assembly
in the body of genes in the wake of transcription have dramati-
cally lower effects on the occupancy and positioning of the +1
nucleosome (Batta et al., 2011; Celona et al., 2011). Depletion
of nucleosomes downstream of the +1 position negatively
affects transcription, including inhibiting the translocation of
RNA polymerase (Pol) II into the body of genes (Batta et al.,
2011). In this sense, the +1 nucleosome may serve not only to
regulate PIC assembly and the positioning of the TSS, but it
may also be a gatekeeper of elongation whereby proper nucleo-
some arrays in gene bodies may be required to open the gate.
Similarly, at the ends of genes, proper nucleosome positioning
may be important for transcription termination, disassembly of
the elongation complex, and/or antisense transcription (Ale´n
et al., 2002; Morillon et al., 2003).
In multicellular eukaryotes, the +1 nucleosome is further
downstream of the TSS compared to fungi, and Pol II pauses
its elongation at the +1 nucleosome doorstep. An important
question to address is whether remodelers ‘‘see’’ such an
arrangement as it is seen in yeast. If so, what constitutes the
barrier and what measures the distance from the barrier to
the +1 nucleosome? These questionsmaybe addressable in vivo
using a combination of ChIP-exo and shRNA knockdown to
eliminate candidate organizing factors and examining their effect
on nucleosome positions.
The results presented here suggest that remodelers work in
concert at subsets of genes through remodeler-specific interac-
tions at select nucleosome positions relative to the start and end
of genes. Genomic chIP-exo mapping of Isw2 suggests that at
least the ISWI-type remodelers bind nucleosomes in an orienta-
tion-specific manner that may be dictated largely by constraints
imposed by linker/NFR lengths as well as corresponding linker-
binding domain length. This then sets the direction of nucleo-
some movement.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Strains and Sample Preparation
C-terminally TAP-tagged and deletion strains were obtained from Open
Biosystems and were grown in YPD media at 25C to an optical density 600
(OD600) of 0.8. MNase ChIP-seq experiments were performed as described
elsewhere (Koerber et al., 2009). Briefly, cells were crosslinked with 1% form-
aldehyde at 25C for 15 min. Cells were harvested and disrupted by bead-
beating, and chromatin pellets were washed extensively with FA lysis buffer
(50 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, and
0.1% sodium deoxycholate). Mononucleosomes were solubilized via diges-
tion with MNase to80% completion by gel analysis (see Figure S1). Mononu-
cleosomes crosslinked to TAP-tagged factors were immunoprecipitated with
immunoglobulin G (IgG) sepharose, washed with FA lysis buffer, and TEV
eluted. Stringent washes were used so that nucleosome isolation depended
on the use of formaldehyde and TAP tags. Mononucleosomes bound to
TAP-tagged factors were further purified via calmodulin sepharose. Eluate
DNA was subjected to ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR) and gel purification
of approximately 250 bp nucleosomal libraries. The gel images are represen-
tative of at least three biological replicates, and sequencing is representative of
at least two biological replicates. Replica data sets were analyzes separately
until reproducibility was confirmed, and then they were combined.
SOLiD Sequence Analysis
SOLiD sequencing tags (35 bp) were mapped to the reference yeast genome
(S. cerevisiae 2007-Jan-19 version from the Saccharomyces Genome Data-
base) using SHRiMP (v2.1.0) software by allowing six mismatches.
Gene cluster graphs represent the tag count per 5 bp bin, smoothed with
a 3 bin moving average. Reference coordinates for alignments were either
TSSs or the dyad location of the terminal nucleosome for each gene. K-means
and hierarchical clustering were performed with Cluster and visualization with
Treeview (Eisen et al., 1998).Statistical Analysis
The p values reported in the heat map were calculated via a chi-square test
assuming a Gaussian distribution of the population. The null hypothesis posits
that the genes containing chromatin remodeler-bound nucleosomes are
distributed randomly among the 6,226 total genes.
Nucleosome Shift Analysis
Nucleosomes whose positions were called as previously described (Jiang and
Pugh, 2009a) and differed between mutants and wild-type having a t test
p value lower than 0.05 were regarded as a valid nucleosome shift, as previ-
ously described (Tirosh et al., 2010), althoughwe did not impose the previously
described 15 bp minimum shift threshold. Briefly, the t test was performed by
comparing the distribution of read positions of the mutants and wild-type
around the dyad positions of the respective nucleosome, taking all reads
that map to within 73 bp of the dyad position of the respective nucleosomes.
Statistically valid (p < 0.05) shifted nucleosomes were then aligned back to the
TSSs (Figure 5A), parsed into whether those genes did or did not have the re-
modeler-bound nucleosomes, as defined by the clustering in Figure 1. This
was done separately for each remodeler. We then calculated the median shift
for those two classes (Figure 5A) and plotted those shifts according to nucle-
osome position relative to the TSS (Figure 5B). The statistical significance of
the median shifts was determined using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test
(Figure 5C).
ChIP-exo Mapping of Isw2
ChIP-exo mapping was performed essentially as described (Rhee and Pugh,
2011). Briefly, cells were grown, crosslinked, and disrupted as described
earlier. Chromatin pellets were then sonicated in FA lysis buffer containing
0.1% SDS, and the supernate was subjected to chromatin immunoprecip-
itation in 0.05% SDS using IgG dynabeads. After washing the beads, we
performed partial library construction and exonuclease digestion on the
beads, followed by elution and completion of library construction. Libraries
were then amplified by PCR, gel purified, and then subjected to deep
sequencing.
The 50 end of mapped tags, representing exonuclease stop sites, were then
consolidated into peak calls (sigma = 5, exclusion = 20) using GeneTrack
(Albert et al., 2008), and peak pairs were matched when found on opposite
strands and 0–100 bp apart in the 30 direction. Peaks were thresholded to
have at least three tags. The top 1,500 peaks were selected to have their
peak pair midpoints plotted (Table S3). Consequently, peak pairs having
both peaks in the top 1,500 were represented twice. The patterns shown in
Figure 6 were reproducible across multiple replicates.ACCESSION NUMBERS
Sequencing data are available at the National Center for Biotechnology Infor-
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